place in chapel or palace, and must stand the scrutiny of Sight and more than a generation. Most paintings to-day are seen but memory once at one or other current exhibition, and generally return to the artists' studios, to be stacked against the walls; while books can be read and re-read at pleasure. And there are literary critics, writing with authority of an art they themselves practise. Who has written more delightfully on boob in her Common Reader than Virginia Woolf? In answer to a letter in which I wrote gratefully of this book, she replied modestly: 'I always feel apologetic about publishing my own b criticism, because I don't know that there is much excuse for adding to books about books, unless one has something like knowledge to impart. And that I have not. But 1 do claim to be a lover of reading and it is a great reward and encouragement to me if I can send a little shock across to you, who care so much about the other art. Why there aren't more critics of painting I can't make out. It must be easier with the picture in front of you—but there, too, I am very ignorant.' But do people who write about pictures write with the picture in front of them? Not often, I fancy. Yet whenever I go to a gallery I feel that the only way to appreciate and appraise a painting is to look at it, and to look long and patiently and often. There is no other way; a painting remembered is but a ghost. Relations of colour, of line, the treatment of subject, have their physical effect on the spectator, Indeed, on each visit to the National Gallery or the Tate, the paintings affect me differently.
But if a painting remembered is but a ghost, so, with me at least, is the recollection of a book long unread. To re-read is to realize how pale is my memory. I hear of gifted beings whose memories remain fresh and stable; who can quote long passages from novels and poems. I am not one of them; far from it. After reading a book I am full of it for a week or two, for a short space I know its contents as well as others with perfect memories. Perhaps a bad memory is not wholly disadvantageous; it allows, in the reading of poetry and prose, a constantly renewed pleasure. 277

